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Abstract. This paper describes a method which uses the skull as a
landmark for automatic registration of computer tomography to mag-
netic resonance (MR) images. First, the skull is extracted from both
images using a new creaseness operator. Then, the resulting
creaseness images are used to build a hierarchic structure which
permits a robust and fast search. We have justified experimentally
the performance of several choices of our algorithm, and we have
thoroughly tested its accuracy and robustness against the well-
known mutual information method for five different pairs of images.
We have found both comparable, and for certain MR images the
proposed method achieves better performance. © 1999 SPIE and
IS&T. [S1017-9909(99)00403-1]

1 Introduction

Image registration or matching attempts to solve the pr
lem that arises when two images taken at different tim
by different sensors or from different viewpoints, need
be compared. An upcoming application of image regist
tion is in the field of medical images, especially since t
introduction of three-dimensional~3D! modalities. Many
methods have been proposed for multisensor medical
age registration. In a recent survey, Maintz and Viergev1

classify an exhaustive list of publications according to n
different criteria. Automatic intrinsic methods can be d
vided as volume based or as surface based. Volume-b
methods statistically compare the similarity between the
tensity values of the two images, while surface-based m
ods match related surfaces previously extracted from
images. Westet al.2 evaluated the accuracy of 12 of the
methods for six pairs of images@from computer tomogra-
phy ~CT! and positron emission tomography~PET! to three
magnetic resonance~MR! settings# from seven patients. As
a group, for the data in the study volume-based meth
clearly showed better performance, and they have bec
the de factogolden standard.
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We have developed a surface-based method based o
idea first presented by Petra van den Elsen.3 We take the
skull—a structure visible both in CT and MR brai
images—as the reference landmark. The signal produ
by the bone is strong in CT, but weak in MR due to the la
of mobile protons. Seen as a landscape, the skull form
ridge in the CT image, and a valley in the MR imag
Moreover, since the skull is an undeformable structure, i
ideal for matching purposes because only rigid transform
tions need to be considered. Van den Elsenet al. and
Maintz et al. evaluated the performance of several crea
ness operators,4 they compared them to some edgene
operators,5 and finally they submitted only edgeness ope
tors to be evaluated.

The novelties of our method are the following:~a! our
3D creaseness~ridge and valleyness! operator is able to
extract neatly the skull from both images, with almost
spurious response~Sec. 2!, ~b! we have added surfac
matching using chamfer distances as in Ref. 6 to impro
robustness and~c! we have investigated experimentally th
performance of our method for different choices of settin
~Sec. 5!. We describe our hierarchical optimization meth
in Sec. 3, and we shortly review the mutual informati
paradigm in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we compare it to the mut
information method. Conclusions, results and future wo
are discussed in Sec. 6.

2 Creaseness Operator

Today’s literature defines a crease~ridge or valley! in many
different ways.7 Among them, the definition based on lev
set extrinsic curvature~LSEC! is one of the more usefu
because of its invariance properties. Given a funct
L:Rd

˜R, the level set for a constantl consists of the set o
points $xuL(x)5 l %. The simplest situation occurs atd52,
whenL can be thought of as a topographic relief or lan
scape and the level sets are its level curves. It is w
known that negative minima of the level curve curvaturek,
level by level, form valley-like curves and positive maxim

;
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ridge-like curves. In 3D we have level surfaces and
straightforward extension ofk is two times the Mean cur
vaturekM of the level surfaces

kM5@2~LxLyLxy1LxLzLxz1LyLzLyz!2Lx
2~Lyy1Lzz!

2Ly
2~Lxx1Lzz!2Lz

2~Lxx1Lyy!#2~Lx
21Ly

21Lz
2!23/2.

~1!

However, the way LSEC is usually computed—direc
discretizing Eq.~1! or the equivalent expression in the tw
dimensional~2D! case fork—gives rise to a number o
discontinuities: gaps appear at places where we would
expect any reduction of creaseness because they are a
center of elongated objects and creaseness is a measu
medialness for gray-level elongated objects. We h
checked that this happens independently of the schem
discretizing derivatives and, even when the gradient m
nitude is far away from the machine’s zero, that is, at pix
where Eq.~1! is well defined.

To avoid discontinuities we present an alternative w
of computing creaseness from the level set extrinsic cu
ture. For a d-dimensional vector fieldu:Rd

˜Rd,u(x)
5(u1(x), . . . ,ud(x)) t, the divergence measures the deg
of parallelism of its integral lines

div~u!5(
i 51

d
]ui

]xi
. ~2!

Now, if we define the normalized gradient vector field
L:Rd

˜R as

w̄5H w/iwi if iwi.0

0d if iwi50
~3!

it can be shown that

kd52div~w̄!. ~4!

For d53 Eqs.~1! and~4! is equivalent in the continuou
domain. However, and this is the key point, the same
proximation using derivatives substituted into Eqs.~1! and
~4! gives rise to very different results, namely, Eq.~4!
avoids the gaps that Eq.~1! produces on creases. For e
ample, in the case of ridge-like saddle points, as thos
Fig. 1~a!, k not only goes down but also suffers a change
sign barrier on the path of the expected ridge-like cu
@Fig. 1~c!#. The reason is that the neighborhood of t
saddle point is composed mainly of concave zonesk
,0) but the subpixel ridge-like curve runs through conv
zones (k.0) missed by the discretization of Eq.~1!.

In order to obtain derivatives of a discrete imageL in a
well-posed manner we have approximated image der
tives by finite centered differences of the Gaussi
smoothed image instead of convolution with Gaussian
rivatives of a given standard deviationsD . For each pixel,
neighbor derivatives are calculated ‘‘on the fly’’ as need
and stored in buffers for the next one. This approach
necessary because otherwise the algorithm would req
256 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 1999 / Vol. 8(3)
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ten float images simultaneously. Thus, Eq.~4! produces
similar results being computationally less time and mem
consuming.

The creaseness measurekd can still be improved by
pre-filtering the image gradient vector field in order to i
crease the degree of attraction/repulsion at ridge-li
valley-like creases, which is whatkd is actually measuring.
This can be done by the structure tensor analysis8,9

1. Compute the gradient vector fieldw and the structure
tensor fieldM

M ~x;s I!5G~x;s I!* ~w~x!•w~x! t! ~5!

being * the element-wise convolution of matri
w(x)•w(x) t with the Gaussian windowG(x;s I). The
standard deviations I controls the size of the averag
ing window.

2. Perform the eigenvalue analysis ofM . The normal-
ized eigenvectorw8 corresponding to the highest e
genvalue gives the predominant gradient orientati
In the structure tensor analysis, opposite directio
are equally treated. Thus, to recover the direction
put w8 in the same quadrant in 2D, or octant in 3D
asw. Then, we obtain the new vector fieldw̃ and the
creaseness measurek̃d

w̃5sign~w8tw!w8, ~6!

k̃d52div~w̃!. ~7!

The discretization ofk̃d results from approximating
partial derivatives of Eq.~2! by finite centered differ-
ences of thew̃ vector field. When the smallest neigh
borhood is taken, namely, the six pixels neighbori
a pixel (i , j ,k), the following expression is obtained

Fig. 1 From top to bottom and left to right: (a) relief with regions
having valley-like and ridge-like shape, (b) its level curves, (c) k
(notice the gaps), (d) k̄.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 2 From left to right: 3D creaseness measures of the MR slice in (a) for sD52.0 mm: (b) k, (c) k̃
for sI52.0 mm, (d) Ck̃ for c510 000. The gaps in (b) do not appear in (c).
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k̃d@i,j,k#5w̃1@i11,j ,k#2w̃1@ i 21,j ,k#1w̃2@ i , j 11,k#

2w̃2@ i , j 21,k#1w̃3@ i , j ,k11#

2w̃3@ i , j ,k21#. ~8!

3. Compute a confidence measureCP@0,1# to discard
creaseness at isotropic areas. As similarity of the
genvalues (l1 ,...,ld) of the structure tensor implie
isotropy we can base the computation ofC on a nor-
malized measure based on their difference. A suita
choice is

C~x!512e2(( i 51
d

( j 5 i 11
d (l i (x)2l j (x))2)2/2c2

, ~9!
where thresholdc is experimentally chosen. In thi
way, Ck̃d has a lower response thank̃d at isotropic
regions.

We have tested several methods to compute the ei
values. If we only need the highest, the fastest metho
Powell’s applied to an optimized expression from Ref. 1
If we choose to implement step~3!, the fastest is singula
value decomposition as implemented in Ref. 11. Figur
comparesk, k̃ andCk̃ on an MR volume.

3 Search Strategy

The former operator is highly suitable for CT-MR registr
tion because it gives a high response in the voxels depic
the skull, which will lead to a quick and accurate alignme
of the images. The first step is to reformat the source
ages into cubic voxels. After the creaseness extraction,
following step is to iteratively transform one of the imag
until it becomes properly aligned with the other. A suitab
function to measure the quality of the alignment is the c
relation functionCT5(xP f f (x)•g(T(x)), where f and g
are the creaseness images andT represents a transformatio
whose parameters we want to test. A key step is no
transform all the pixels in the image, but only those w
values higher than a small fixed threshold. This step sa
up to 95% of the total computations.

The functionCT together with the six parameters of th
transformation define a search space which is difficult
optimize because:~a! the function is nonmonotonic, i.e
has many local maxima,~b! the similarity measure is ex
pensive to compute since it involves the transformation o
ttp://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 10/10/2013 T
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large 3D image, and~c! translation and rotation paramete
cannot be decoupled in order to reduce the dimension of
search space.

An approach to overcome the two first problems is
search within the parameter space at multiple resolutio
As in Ref. 3 we handle multiple resolution by building tw
pyramids where the CT ridgeness and MR valleyness
ages are at the bottom and each level is a sampled ver
of the previous at half resolution, until images have a fin
size of about 16 pixels in each dimension.

The search starts at the top of the pyramid, where
small size of the images permits an exhaustive search c
puting the correlation in the Fourier domain. However, t
best transformation at any level often is not the one wh
later will lead to the final solution, because the hierarc
approach introduces false maxima. Therefore, for the s
of robustness we might need to keep several values f
each level as seeds for the next. For each level we red
the number of seeds to the half, to end optimizing a sin
value for the level of highest resolution.

We have used the downhill Simplex algorithm as imp
mented in Ref. 11 to maximize the correlation function
all levels except the initial. Each search, started from
seeds from the previous level, finishes when the algorit
achieves a zone where the difference between the m
mum and the minimum values found in the neighborhood
lower than a threshold. The tolerance value and numbe
seeds in the highest resolution level determine to a h
degree its robustness and final time.

We have also implemented the optimization search w
a simulated annealing algorithm, but it did not improve t
results as a rule. Also, we have extended the match
scheme with chamfer distances as described in Ref. 6.
algorithm assigns to each voxel the approximate distanc
a surface, i.e., the segmented crease, by means of a
correlation of the image with two masks. We apply th
process only to the first and second levels~higher resolu-
tion! of the CT image, and at the following levels the o
timization steps run without modification. As a result, t
correlation function does not only take into account ex
matching of the two surfaces, but also their proximity, a
the peak of the function corresponding to the maximu
becomes wider and easier to locate.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 1999 / Vol. 8(3) / 257
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4 Short Description of the Mutual Information
Method

Given a pair of imagesS andD and a transformationT to
map D into S, voxel-based methods define a meas
M (Si , j ,T(D) i , j ) which is optimized when the images a
aligned.M represents a statistical model to relate the va
of the pixel i , j from one image to the other. For instanc
high intensity values in CT, mostly due to the bone tiss
are likely to be mapped to low intensity values in MR
Since the measure does not make limiting assumptions
builds for each registration a new statistical model, it c
potentially use all the information available in both image

Although early related measures were proposed
Woods, Mazziotta, and Cherry12 and Hill, Studholme, and
Hawkes,13 the mutual information paradigm was publish
independently by Maeset al.14 and Wellset al.15 They pro-
pose to measure the distance between the joint distribu
of two random variablesS and D, pSD(s,d), and the dis-
tribution associated with their complete independen
pS(s)•pD(d). In the image processing field,pSD(s,d) is
defined as the normalized number of occurrences of
values of a pixelx in S overlapping its corresponding pixe
T(x) in D with valued, i.e., the normalized histogram o
the overlapping part ofS andD.

I ~S,D !5(
s,d

pSD~s,d!log
pSD~s,d!

pS~s!pD~d!
, ~10!

I ~S,D !5H~S!1H~D !2H~S,D !, ~11!

Y~S,D !5
H~S!1H~D !

H~S,D !
. ~12!

The original definition of mutual information~10! can be
rewritten in terms of entropy~11!. Another related measur
Y(S,D) is callednormalizing mutual information, and it is
the one we have used in this paper for comparison purp
because it is less sensitive to the size of the area overla
by the two images. For a complete review of all these m
sures, see, for instance, Ref. 16.

5 Results

We have applied our method to five pairs of CT-MR im
ages of different characteristics, described in Fig. 6. Pai
and 2 represent the best possible conditions: high res
tion, good contrast and wide field of view~Figs. 2 and 3!.
Pairs 3, 4 and 5~Figs. 4 and 5! are a challenge because th
have a low number of thick slices, their contrast is nonh
mogeneous and their MR acquisition settings do not per
an easy segmentation of the bone. At first our method
not converge for data sets 3–5: false creases segme
outside the head in the MR image misled the optimizat
scheme. The first solution was to increase the numbe
seeds which are passed from level to level, in order
widen the search space. As a result, the method conve
successfully in all the cases, at the price of increasing
time to 40 min. Therefore, we applied a different approa
which consisted of removing creases detected outside
head. The mask for filtering was automatically computed
258 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 1999 / Vol. 8(3)
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two steps: a simple threshold and a morphological closi
Then, the optimization running on the filtered creases w
successful and fast.

There are two main issues to validate a registrat
method: accuracy and robustness. The first bounds the e
expected when we relate the coordinates of one image
the other, while the second tells the reliability of th
method under adverse conditions.

The accuracy can be measured using two approac
First, we could take as a gold reference the transforma
which minimizes the mean square correspondence erro
several stereotactic frame landmarks manually pointed
by experts, as in Ref. 3. However, the correspondence e
of our transformation is expected to have a similar mag
tude to that of the landmarks’ approach and needs a m

Fig. 3 Fusion of registered volumes of data set 1. From left to right,
first row shows MR with CT bone superimposed. Second row shows
CT crest (black) registered with MR valley (white). The white circle
marks the intersection of the three orthogonal views.

Fig. 4 Fusion of registered volumes of data set 3 showing MR with
CT bone superimposed. Note the thin gap with constant width be-
tween the border of the bone in the CT and the brain tissue in the
MR. The white lines in the central image show the placement of the
adjacent cuts.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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larger database of images. Taking this into considerat
we are currently participating in the Vanderbilt project,2 to
assess the overall accuracy of our method when comp
to an extrinsic method.

For this experiment, we have chosen to check visua
the images fused using the registration results. Figure
and 4 show the mix of the CT and the MR images usin
point to point maximum operation. In this visualization, w
have paid special attention to the inner surface of the bo
which contains a soft tissue, the dura, which appears
black and should be of constant width.

We have visually inspected the registration for all fi
data sets and found them to be similarly well aligned b
for our method and for mutual information. Differences a
larger for data sets 3, 4 and 5, and are due to two fact
The first is their low resolution, which magnifies the diffe
ences. The second, also important, is that their sett
make the two methods converge to two different solutio
which actually are the maxima for their respective goo
ness function. Figure 5 shows several axial slices of
data set 3. The bone is properly segmented for the med
axial cuts, but in higher planes the bone appears filled
marrow, which is visible in the particular settings of the
MR modalities but not in the CT image. Therefore, f
these two pairs the segmentation done by the crease
operator is slightly different for each image. However, w
think that the registration is still valid because the corre
tion, which measures the quality of a transformation, ta
into account only common structures, which coincide in
rest of the segmentation.

We have carried out a second set of experiments to
sess the robustness of the method. The structure of the
periment is as follows: first, we run the described method
register the source images. Next, the CT image is tra

Fig. 5 Registered creases of two planes of data set 3. The left
column shows two axial views of corresponding creases from CT
(black) and MR (white). The image below shows misregistration be-
cause, although the crease follows the valley properly, in the MR
modality the upper slices do not depict the bone as a valley but as
marrow surrounded by a thin layer of bone. This can be clearly seen
comparing the segmentation of the bone in the middle column (in
white) for the MR image, and the right column (in black) for the CT
image.
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formed with other known parametersTT , and the registra-
tion algorithm is applied again. An error-free metho
would returnTR equal toTT , while a large difference cor-
responds to misregistration. An important issue is
method to assess the quality of a recovered transforma
We have measured the mean distance between the two
ordinates which are the result of transformingall pixels of
the head, that is, brain and skull, byTT andTR . We have
built a set of 50 trial transformations with random para
eters distributed uniformly with increasing magnitude, fro
64 to 625, both in translations~mm! and rotation angles
~deg!. See Fig. 9, left columns, for a sample.

Fig. 6 Left: specifications of the five pairs of data sets used in our
experiments. On the right-hand side, for each data set we compare
the global results of the creaseness method (C, first row) and mutual
information (MI, second row). The mean and max columns refer to
the mean and maximum errors of the 50 trial transformations done
for each pair. The next column gives the number of the transforma-
tions recovered within a distance of 10 mm from the trial.

Fig. 7 Data set 4 exhibits the clearest differences between the reg-
istration using our method (left) and mutual information (right).
These three views (sagittal, coronal and axial) show that it is not
easy to decide visually which is better. Our registration may be
slightly low along the z axis because of the same problems as in
data set 3. In contrast, the mutual information transformation seems
to position the bone too high, even overlapping the skin on the top.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 1999 / Vol. 8(3) / 259
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The first goal was to optimize the parameters in o
registration method. There are several main issues to
investigated experimentally:~a! the need for a hierarchica
approach,~b! the number of seeds needed at each level,
~c! the tolerance threshold of the optimizing method at
highest resolution level. We have tested three differ
combinations of parameters, and checked for their rob
ness and execution time. Figure 8 shows the results
three different choices. It is clear that the hierarchi
choice~columns 1 and 2! improved robustness, while keep
ing the total time low; the time for simple optimizatio
setting~column 3! was approximately double. Although th
number of seeds does not seem to improve robustnes
this set of misregistration, it has already been successf
employed to improve robustness in the initial registration

Fig. 8 Performance of our method for 50 trial misregistrations and
two data sets. Parameters for the search algorithm: Ftol, the toler-
ance threshold of the optimization method at the highest resolution
level, and the number of seeds passed through the hierarchy (from
highest to lowest resolution). Method A passes only one seed, and
ftol is set relatively low. Its results have not been improved by
Method B, despite its more demanding tolerance threshold. Method
C shows the necessity of the hierarchical approach: robustness is
lower, and even the time to converge is higher because the optimi-
zation steps take much longer to run. Method D uses chamfer dis-
tances to match the surfaces, with results slightly worse than A.
260 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 1999 / Vol. 8(3)
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datasets 3–5. Matching with chamfer distances~column 4!
converges to the solution faster than setting 2, but, on
other hand, it seems to widen the peak of the optimiz
function. Since it is not better than setting 1, it may
useful only for cases where corresponding features do
appear~e.g., creases in MR to edges in PET!.

The final aim of this paper is to validate the performan
of our method against another, which we can take as gol
standard. We have chosen thenormalizing mutual informa-
tion because it is representative of the voxel-based meth
and it has better results reported in other papers.2 We have
set our method to the parameters labeled as ‘‘single se
in Fig. 8, and we have run the experiment for 50 trial m
registrations, for five pairs of images. Our algorithm tak
3–5 min to converge on a PCPentiumat 350 MHz with
256 Mb of memory running under Linux, plus approx
mately 5 min32 images to extract the creases. Results
the mutual information~MI ! algorithm were obtained on
the same computer and took from 3 to 6 min to comple

We have distributed the results of this experiment in
two figures. Figure 6, right-hand side, provides statisti
results for all five pairs of images. Figure 9 gives some
the tried misregistrations and the resulting error for bo
methods, for data sets 1, 3 and 5~for all different MR
modalities!. Our method gives best results for data sets
and 2 because the segmentation process is more acc
due to the quality and number of slices of the images.
these sets, it converges more confidently and with a hig
reproducibility than the mutual information method. R
sults from data sets 3, 4 and 5 are less clear: failures
equally high for both methods, and the lower mean of
creaseness method is less significant. The explanatio
that the overlapping area of the two original images is n
row, and once the trial transformationTT has been applied
Fig. 9 First and last five results (for light and heavy misregistration) of the robustness experiment for
data sets 1 (above) and 3 and 5 (below). Left column shows trial parameters in mm and deg, while
following columns give the absolute difference to the recovered parameters for the two methods. MD
is the mean distance error for the voxels within the head; the last row shows the mean of the errors for
each parameter and for all transformations applied. Results labeled as ** have an error bigger than 10
mm. Figure 6 gives mean results for all five data sets.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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the resulting images may be too distant to conver
Creaseness measure seems to have a maximum in th
timizing function narrower than MI, as can be seen in F
9: for no transformation at all (N50), MI has an error only
slightly better than the mean for all the misregistratio
while the creaseness method is almost error free. It is
teresting to note that the mean distance~MD! seems inde-
pendent of the specific tried transformation, but it depe
a lot on the quality of the original images. In addition, t
last row in this figure suggests thatDux is the largest source
of errors compared to the other parameters.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a registration method for CT-MR
images based on a new creaseness operator. This ope
has the advantage of giving a high response only at sig
cant creases such as the skull in CT and MR images,
not in the background and inner brain, where the degre
anisotropy typical of ridges and valleys is low. We ha
presented the recovered transformation parameters f
large number of randomly chosen target transformati
and we have visually checked the validity of the regist
tion. The optimization by means of the downhill Simple
algorithm has proven to be accurate and fast.

When compared to the mutual information method, o
method shows similar robustness to random transfor
tions, with a comparable computing time. Under cert
conditions, i.e., small overlapping areas, our method m
not be as robust as MI, but, on the other hand, whe
converges its reproducibility is higher.

Since our method takes into account only the rigid tra
formations of the skull and ignores the soft tissues,
think it can suit very well the applications which need
compute only the registration of the skull. For instance,
studies which need to compare images taken over a
time, our method can be useful because the skull is the o
undeformable structure of the head, while others are o
changed by chronic diseases. A further step could be
apply intensity-based registration algorithms to spec
parts of the resulting registered images. This second re
tration would give a measure of their relative moveme
and of their volume changes.

Although in this paper we present results only f
CT-MR registration, our method has worked successfu
for CT and MR intra-modality studies, and we are curren
planning to extend it to include registration of PET imag
Future work also includes validating the accuracy for
much larger set of images of known transformation para
eters.
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